BRIT CHANICH– Please read and sign
Camper’s Name:_____________________(print)
- I will treat all campers and staff, as well as camp property with kavod/respect. I will be held financially
responsible for any damage to camp property. (fines will be issued for graffiti)- I will come to camp prepared to participate in all aspects of the camp program
- I will not bring any materials which are forbidden by the camp guidelines outlined on pg 16 of the camper
handbook.
- I will arrive at all activities and meals on time prepared to participate fully, I will not leave any activity in the
middle unless I have permission from a staff member, and I will participate fully in all tefillah experiences in
camp.
- I understand that I am responsible for my own behaviour while at camp and take full responsibility for my
actions.
- I will act appropriately so that each camper has the right to feel safe, and respected.
- I will not enter a cabin of the opposite sex, or the migrash of the opposite sex.
- I understand that throughout any trip or excursion out of camp I am responsible and represent the ideals of
Camp Moshava.
- I will dress appropriately throughout the camping season, and I understand that I will be asked to change
clothing if I am dressed inappropriately as outlined in the camper handbook.
- I will not leave camp grounds without permission of a staff member.
- I understand that there is a protocol in camp and if there is a breach in this contract there will be appropriate
consequences. These consequences range from discussions with my counsellor, the Rosh Eidah, the Rosh Mosh
or the Camp Director to a call home which may lead to expulsion from camp.
The following items are deemed as zero tolerance and whose consequence will be immediate dismissal
from camp:
I will not possess, use or distribute any illegal drug or drug paraphernalia (including cigarettes).
I will not bring any item to camp which might be considered a weapon.
I will not posses, consume or distribute any alcoholic beverages.
I will never strike a match or deal with flammable materials.
Camper signature :
Date :

Parent Signature :

CELLULAR PHONESOne of the great gifts of summer camp is having your child disconnected from their phone. Please read the
following statement that parents and child must sign.
I am hereby stating that my child will not be bringing any items to camp that have SIM card capability (even if
the SIM card is removed). If any child is found with these items, the item will be confiscated and you will
receive a phone call home to discuss penalties. All children travelling from abroad that are bringing phones
must hand them in to the office where they will remain in the safe.

Camper signature :

Parent Signature :

